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Abstract

Current dialogue summarization systems usu-
ally encode the text with a number of gen-
eral semantic features (e.g., keywords and top-
ics) to gain more powerful dialogue modeling
capabilities. However, these features are ob-
tained via open-domain toolkits that are dialog-
agnostic or heavily relied on human annota-
tions. In this paper, we show how DialoGPT
(Zhang et al., 2020b), a pre-trained model for
conversational response generation, can be de-
veloped as an unsupervised dialogue annotator,
which takes advantage of dialogue background
knowledge encoded in DialoGPT. We apply
DialoGPT to label three types of features on
two dialogue summarization datasets, SAM-
Sum and AMI, and employ pre-trained and
non pre-trained models as our summarizers.
Experimental results show that our proposed
method can obtain remarkable improvements
on both datasets and achieves new state-of-the-
art performance on the SAMSum dataset1.

1 Introduction

Dialogue summarization aims to generate a suc-
cinct summary while retaining essential informa-
tion of the dialogue (Gurevych and Strube, 2004;
Chen and Yang, 2020). Theoretically, Peyrard
(2019) point out that a good summary is intuitively
related to three aspects, including Informativeness,
Redundancy and Relevance.

To this end, previous works have taken the above
three aspects into account by incorporating auxil-
iary annotations into the dialogue. To improve
informativeness, some works annotated linguisti-
cally specific words (e.g., nouns and verbs), do-
main terminologies and topic words in the dialogue
(Riedhammer et al., 2008; Koay et al., 2020; Zhao
et al., 2020). To reduce redundancy, some works

∗Corresponding author.
1Our codes are available at: https://github.com/

xcfcode/PLM_annotator

used sentence similarity-based methods to anno-
tate redundant utterances. (Zechner, 2002; Murray
et al., 2005). To improve relevance, some works
annotated topics for the dialogue (Li et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019; Chen and Yang, 2020). How-
ever, these annotations are usually obtained via
open-domain toolkits, which are not suitable for
dialogues, or require manual annotations, which
are labor-consuming.

To alleviate the above problem, we explore the
pre-trained language model as an unsupervised an-
notator to automatically provide annotations for the
dialogue. Recently, some works have investigated
the use of pre-trained language models in an unsu-
pervised manner. For example, Sainz and Rigau
(2021) exploited pre-trained models for assigning
domain labels to WordNet synsets. The successful
recipe is that a model is obtained extensive knowl-
edge via pre-training on a huge volume of data.
When it comes to the dialogue domain, DialoGPT
(Zhang et al., 2020b) is a SOTA conversational
response generation model, which is pre-trained
on the massive dialogue data. Therefore, we draw
support from DialoGPT and present our DialoGPT
annotator, which can perform three dialogue anno-
tation tasks, including keywords extraction, redun-
dancy detection and topic segmentation, to measure
informativeness, redundancy and relevance of the
input dialogue, respectively.

Keywords Extraction aims to automatically
identify important words in the dialogue (shown
in Figure 1(a)). Our DialoGPT annotator extracts
unpredictable words as keywords. We assume that
keywords contain high information, which are dif-
ficult to be predicted considering both background
knowledge encoded in the DialoGPT and contex-
tual information of dialogue context. Redundancy
Detection aims to detect redundant utterances that
have no core contribution to the overall meaning of
the dialogue (shown in Figure 1(b)). Our DialoGPT

https://github.com/xcfcode/PLM_annotator
https://github.com/xcfcode/PLM_annotator
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Remember we are seeing the 
wedding planner after work
Sure, where are we meeting her? 
At Nonna Rita’s 
I want to order seafood tagliatelle 
Haha why not
We remmber spaghetti pomodoro 
disaster from our last meeting
Omg it was over her white blouse
I'll make time for it
Great!
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We remmber spaghetti pomodoro 
disaster from our last meeting
Omg it was over her white blouse
I'll make time for it
Great!

Blair and Chuck are going to meet the wedding planner after work at Nonna Rita’s. The tagliatelle served at Nonna Rita’s are very good. 
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Dialogue
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(c) Topic Segmentation (b) Redundancy Detection (a) Keywords Extraction 

Figure 1: Example dialogue from SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) with the human annotated summary. (a) Keywords
extraction aims to extract words that are most important to the dialogue. (b) Redundancy detection aims to detect
nonsignificant utterances in the dialogue. (c) Topic segmentation aims to divide the whole dialogue into several
fine-grained topics. All three auxiliary information can do good to final summary generation.

annotator detects utterances that are useless for di-
alogue context representation as redundant. We
assume that if adding a new utterance does not
change the dialogue context representation, then
this utterance has no effect on predicting the re-
sponse, so it is redundant. Topic Segmentation
aims to divide a dialogue into topically coherent
segments (shown in Figure 1(c)). Our DialoGPT
annotator inserts a topic segmentation point before
one utterance if it is unpredictable. We assume that
if an utterance is difficult to be inferred from the
dialogue context based on DialoGPT, this utterance
may belong to a new topic.

We use our DialoGPT annotator to annotate the
SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) and AMI (Carletta
et al., 2005) datasets. Each annotation is converted
into a specific identifier and we insert them into the
dialogue text. Then, we employ pre-traind BART
(Lewis et al., 2020) and non pre-trained PGN (See
et al., 2017) as our summarizers. Extensive experi-
mental results show that our method can obtain con-
sistent and remarkable improvements over strong
baselines on both datasets and achieves new state-
of-the-art performance on the SAMSum dataset.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we will describe the task definition
as well as the background of DialoGPT.

2.1 Task Definition

Given an input dialogue D, a dialogue summa-
rizer aims to produce a condensed summary S,
where D consists of |D| utterances [u1, u2, ...u|D|]
and S consists of |S| words [s1, s2, ...s|S|]. Each
utterance ui is compose of a sequence of words

[ui,1, ui,2, ...ui,|ui|,EOSi], where i ∈ [1 : |D|]
and EOSi indicates the end of the utterance. Be-
sides, each utterance ui associates with a speaker
pi. Thus, this task can be formalized as producing
the summary S given the dialogue sequence: D =
[p1, u1,1, ...,EOS1, ..., p|D|, u|D|,1, ...,EOS|D|]

2.2 DialoGPT

DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020b) is a neural con-
versational response generation model, which in-
herits from GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and is
trained on 147M conversation-like exchanges ex-
tracted from Reddit comment chains. There are
3 different sizes of the model with total parame-
ters of 117M, 345M and 762M respectively. It
achieves state-of-the-art results over various dia-
logue generation benchmarks. Given the dialogue
context ui−1 = [ui−1,1, ..., ui−1,|ui−1|,EOSi−1],
DialoGPT aims to produce the response ui =
[ui,1, ..., ui,|ui|,EOSi], which can be formalized as
the conditional probability of P (ui|ui−1). It first
takes the context word sequence of no more than
1024 tokens and outputs the representation of the se-
quence hi = (h i−1,1, ...,h i−1,|ui−1|,h i−1,EOSi−1),
where h i−1,EOSi−1 can be viewed as the repre-
sentation of dialogue context ui−1. Then, Di-
aloGPT starts decoding the response by attend-
ing to the context token representations and par-
tially decoded response tokens until reaching EOS.
The loss function is the negative log-likelihood
of the response word sequence LDialoGPT =

−
∑|ui|

t=1 log p (ui,t|ui,1 . . . ui,t−1, ui−1). It’s worth
noting that DialoGPT tokenizes texts with the same
byte-pair encoding as GPT-2, thus either context or
response tokens are tokenized into subwords.
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Context: yoo guys. EOS1
Response: hey wassup. EOS2
Context: hey wassup. EOS2
Response: Remmber the meeting EOS3
Context: Remmber the meeting EOS3
Response: I almost forget it. EOS4
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Tom: yoo guys. EOS1
John: hey wassup. EOS2
Tom: Remmber the meeting EOS3
John: I almost forget it. EOS4
Tom: fine EOS5
John: Where? EOS6
Tom: at Barbara's place. EOS7

(a) Context-response Pairs

(b) Dialogue Sequence

DialoGPTyoo guys. EOS1 hey wassup. EOS2
Remmber the meeting EOS3 I almost
forget it. EOS4 fine EOS5 Where? 
EOS6 at Barbara's place. EOS7

Original Dialogue

yoo guys. EOS1... at Barbara's place. EOS7

...

DialoGPT
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EOS3

Remmber the meeting

Golden:
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(d) Dialogue Context Representation

(c) Word-level and Utterance-level Loss

Prediction:

𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟏

(g) Redundancy Detection 

0.7110.998 0.991 0.6420.5730.993

(e) Keywords Extraction 

(f) Topic Segmentation 

loss3

Segmentation
Point 

loss32 loss33 loss34
... Extracted 

Keywords

Tom: yoo guys. EOS1
John: [RD] hey wassup. EOS2 [TS]
Tom: Remmber the meeting EOS3
John: [RD] I almost forget it. EOS4
Tom: [RD] fine EOS5 [TS]
John: Where? EOS6
Tom: at Barbara's place. EOS7
#KEY# Tom John meeting Barbara's

Labelled Dialogue

(Ⅰ) Dialogue Preprocessing (Ⅲ) Annotation(Ⅱ) DialoGPT Forward Passing

Avg

loss2 loss3 loss4 loss5 loss6 loss7
𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟐 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟕
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𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟕𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟏 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟐 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟑 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟒 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟓 𝒉𝑬𝑶𝑺𝟔

loss31 loss32 loss33 loss34

...

loss71 loss72 loss73 loss34

DialoGPT
Annotator

Figure 2: Illustration of our DialoGPT annotator. (I) Given one dialogue, we preprocess it into two formats:
context-response pairs and the dialogue sequence. (II) We input them into the DialoGPT, after the forward pass,
we can get the word-level and utterance-level predicted losses and representations for dialogue context. (III) We
perform three annotation tasks: keywords extraction, redundancy detection and topic segmentation. Finally, we
can get a labelled dialogue. #KEY#, [RD] and [TS] are specific tags, which are inserted into the dialogue.

3 Method

In this section, we will first introduce our DialoGPT
annotator. The workflow consists of three steps
(1) dialogue preprocessing; (2) DialoGPT forward
passing; (3) annotation. The overall framework
is shown in Figure 2. Then, we will describe our
dialogue summarizer, including BART and PGN.

3.1 Dialogue Preprocessing

Dialogue preprocessing aims to trans-
form the original dialogue D =
[p1, u1,1, ...,EOS1, ..., p|D|, u|D|,1, ...,EOS|D|]
into the format that DialoGPT can process.

Specifically, we transform it into two formats.
The first one is context-response pairs (shown in
Figure 2(a)). Given a dialogue D, two adjacent
utterances (ui−1, ui) are combined into a context-
response pair, where i ∈ [2 : |D|] . The second one
is dialogue sequence (shown in Figure 2(b)). All
the utterances in the dialogue D are serialized into
a sequence [u1,1, ...,EOS1, ..., u|D|,1, ...,EOS|D|],
with EOS separates each utterance.

Note that either for context-response pairs or the
dialogue sequence, we do not take speaker infor-
mation p into consideration. The reason is that
DialoGPT is trained on a huge volume of conver-
sational data without speaker information. Even
so, Zhang et al. (2020b) proved that DialoGPT can
simulate real-world dialogues in various scenes and
has already learned diverse response generation
patterns between the same speakers or different
speakers according to the given context.

3.2 DialoGPT Forward Passing

DialoGPT forward passing has two purposes. (1)
For each context-response pair, we aim to get the
word-level and utterance-level predicted losses for
the response (shown in Figure 2(c)). (2) For the di-
alogue sequence, we aim to get the representations
for each EOS (shown in Figure 2(d)).

For the first purpose, given one context-response
pair (ui−1, ui), we input the context words ui−1 =
[ui−1,1, ui−1,2, ..., ui−1,|ui−1|,EOSi−1] into the Di-
aloGPT and start to decode the response. At
each decode step t, we calculate the negative log-
likelihood between the predicted distribution and
the golden target from the given response.

lossi,t = − log p (ui,t|ui,<t, ui−1)

lossi =
1

|ui|+ 1

|ui|+1∑
t=1

lossi,t
(1)

where lossi,t and lossi are the predicted losses for
each word and each utterance respectively2.

For the second purpose, after the single forward
pass of DialoGPT over the dialogue sequence, we
can get representations H for each token on the
top of the DialoGPT. Afterward, we extract all
representations for each EOS.

hEOS1 ,hEOS2 , ...,hEOS|D| = H (EOS) (2)

where each hEOSi can be viewed as the representa-
tion for the dialogue context [u1, ..., ui].

2Note that DialoGPT uses BPE to tokenize texts, thus,
losses are calculated at the sub-word level. We recover the
word-level predicted loss by averaging the losses of multiple
sub-words. Besides, since the first utterance u1 can only be
served as the context, so we do not compute loss for u1.
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Figure 3: Illustration of redundancy detection process.
The initial redundant utterances set is ∅. hEOSi is the
representation for dialogue context covering the first i
utterances. We detect redundant utterances based on
the cosine similarity between representations of dia-
logue context. For example, the similarity score be-
tween hEOS4 and hEOS5 exceeds the pre-defined thresh-
old (tRD is 0.99), which means adding utterance u5 into
the dialogue context brings little information, thus the
utterance u5 is detected as redundant.

3.3 Annotation

3.3.1 Keywords Extraction: DialoGPTKE

Motivation Considering both background knowl-
edge encoded in the DialoGPT and contextual in-
formation of the dialogue context, if one word in
the golden response is difficult to be inferred from
DialoGPT, we assume that it contains high infor-
mation and can be viewed as a keyword.

Given a dialogue D, we have loss lossi,j for
each word ui,j , where i ∈ [2 : |D|]. We extract
rKE percent of words with the highest loss as key-
words, where rKE is a hyper-parameter3. More-
over, the names of all speakers P mentioned in
the dialogue are also added into the keywords set.
Finally, we append a specific tag #KEY# and the
keywords to the end of the original dialogue D.
The new dialogue with keywords annotation is
DKE = [p1, u1,1, ...,︸ ︷︷ ︸

D

#KEY#,P,Key1,Key2, ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
keywords

].4

3We use a heuristic rule to predetermine the possible value
of rKE by calculating the average of length of summaries
(remove stopwords) divided by the length of dialogues in the
train set. We search the best rKE based on the calculated score.

4In experiments, we find that the predicted loss for the first
word of each utterance is extremely high, probably due to the
first word in the response is the most uncertain and hard to be
predicted. Thus, we ignore the first word of each utterance.

3.3.2 Redundancy Detection: DialoGPTRD

Motivation DialoGPT inherits a decoder archi-
tecture, where one token attends to all previous
tokens to aggregate information. Thus, given
the representation hEOSi for each EOSi, it can be
viewed as the representation for the dialogue con-
text [u1, u2, ..., ui]. Adding a new utterance ui+1,
if the new context representation hEOSi+1 is simi-
lar to the previous hEOSi , we assume that the new
utterance ui+1 brings little information and has
small effects on predicting the response, thus ui+1

becomes a redundant utterance.
We start with the last two dialogue context repre-

sentations hEOS|D|−1
and hEOS|D| , and calculate the

cosine similarity between them. If the similarity
score exceeds the threshold tRD, the utterance u|D|
is detected as redundant. tRD is a hyper-parameter.
If the similarity score doesn’t exceed the threshold
tRD, we move forward one step to calculate the
similarity between hEOS|D|−2

and hEOS|D|−1
, and

repeat the process until reaching hEOS1 . An exam-
ple is shown in Figure 3.

We insert a specific tag [RD] before each
redundant utterance. For example, if utter-
ance u1 is redundant, the new dialogue with
redundant utterances annotation is DRD =
[p1,[RD], u1,1, ...,EOS1, ..., p|D|, ...,EOS|D|].

3.3.3 Topic Segmentation: DialoGPTTS

Motivation DialoGPT is skilled in generating the
context-consistent response. Therefore, if the re-
sponse is difficult to be predicted given the context
based on DialoGPT, we assume the response may
belong to another topic and there is a topic segmen-
tation between the context and response.

Given a dialogue D, we have loss lossi for each
utterance ui, where i ∈ [2 : |D|]. We select rTS

percent of utterances with the highest loss as topic
segmentation points. rTS is a hyper-parameter5.
Before each selected utterance, we insert a specific
tag [TS]. For example, if there is a segmenta-
tion point between utterance u1 and utterance u2,
the new dialogue with topic annotation is DTS =
[p1, u1,1, ...,EOS1,[TS], p2, u2,1, ...,EOS2, ...].

5We use a heuristic rule to predetermine the possible value
of rTS by calculating the average of the number of summary
sentences divided by the number of dialogue utterances in the
train set. This is based on the observation that each sentence
in golden summary tends to correspond to one topic of the
dialogue. We search the best rTS based on the calculated score.
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3.4 Summarizer

We employ two kinds of summarizer, one is BART
(Lewis et al., 2020), which is a Transformer-based
model and pre-trained on a huge volume of data.
The other one is PGN (See et al., 2017), which is
a LSTM-based model. Both models inherit a typi-
cal sequence-to-sequence framework, which first
encodes the source dialogue D to distributed repre-
sentations and then generates the target summary
S with the decoder.

BART BART adopts the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) as the backbone architecture. It first
map the source dialogue into distributed represen-
tations, based on which a decoder generates the
target sequence:

XN = ENCODER(X 0)
N
:=
n=1

FFN
(
ATT(X n−1)

)
YM = DECODER(Y 0,XN )

M
:=
m=1

FFN
(
ATT

(
ATT(Ym−1),XN

))
(3)

where
N
:=
n=1

denotes N identical encoding layers,
M
:=
m=1

denotes M identical decoding layers, X 0 de-

notes the sum of the word embeddings X emb and
position embeddings X pos of D, Y 0 denotes that
of the shifted right S, FFN(·) denotes a position-
wise feed-forward network, and ATT(·) denotes
a multi-head attention. Residual connection (He
et al., 2016) and layer normalization (Ba et al.,
2016) are used in each sub-layer, which are sup-
pressed in Equation 3 for clarity. Finally, the output
representation YM of the decoder is projected into
the vocabulary space and the decoder outputs the
highest probability token.

PGN PGN is a hybrid model of the typical
Seq2Seq Attention model (Nallapati et al., 2016)
and Pointer-Network (Vinyals et al., 2015). The
input dialogue is fed into the LSTM encoder token
by token, producing the encoder hidden states. The
decoder receives word embedding of the previous
word and generates a distribution to decide the tar-
get token, retaining decoder hidden states. PGN not
only allows to generate from the fixed vocabulary,
but also allows to copy from the input tokens.

Training Objective Model parameters θ are
trained to maximize the conditional likelihood of

Train Valid Test

SA
M

Su
m # 14732 818 819

Avg.Turns 11.13 10.72 11.24
Avg.Tokens 120.26 117.46 122.71
Avg.Sum 22.81 22.80 22.47

A
M

I

# 97 20 20
Avg.Turns 310.23 345.70 324.40
Avg.Tokens 4859.52 5056.25 5257.80
Avg.Sum 323.74 321.25 328.20

Table 1: Statistics for SAMSum and AMI datasets.
“#” means the number of dialogue-summary pairs,
“Avg.Turns”, “Avg.Tokens” and “Avg.Sum” mean the
average number of turns of dialogues, tokens of dia-
logues and tokens of summaries respectively.

the outputs in a parallel training corpus (D,S):

argmax
θ

∑
(D,S)∈(D,S)

log p(S |D; θ). (4)

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We experiment on 2 datasets (statistics in Table 1):
SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) is a human-
generated dialogue summary dataset, which con-
tains dialogues in various scenes of the real-life.
AMI (Carletta et al., 2005) is a meeting summary
dataset. Each meeting contains four participants
and is about a remote control design project.

4.2 Implementation Details
DialoGPT We initialize DialoGPT with DialoGPT-
large6. For SAMSum, we set keywords extraction
ratio rKE to 15, similarity threshold tRD to 0.99 and
topic segmentation ratio rTS to 15. For AMI, rKE

is 4, tRD is 0.95 and rTS is 5 7.
BART We initialize BART with bart.large8 . For
fine-tuning on SAMSum, the learning rate is set to
3e-05, the dropout rate is 0.1, the warmup is set to
400. At the test process, beam size is 5, minimum
decoded length is 5 and maximum length is 100.
PGN The word embedding size is set to 300 and
initialized with the pre-trained GloVe vector. The
dimension of encoder and pointer decoder is set
to 200. The dropout is set to 0.5. The learning
rate is 0.001. At the test process, beam size is 10,
minimum decoded length is 280 and maximum
length is 4509.

6https://huggingface.co/transformers
7We show more hyper-parameter search results for SAM-

Sum and AMI datasets in the supplementary file.
8https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
9https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L
Extractive

LONGEST-3 32.46 10.27 29.92
TextRank 29.27 8.02 28.78

Abstractive
Transformer 36.62 11.18 33.06
D-HGN 42.03 18.07 39.56
TGDGA 43.11 19.15 40.49
DialoGPT 39.77 16.58 38.42
MV-BART 53.42 27.98 49.97††

Ours
BART 52.98 27.67 49.06
BART(DKE) 53.43†† 28.03†† 49.93
BART(DRD) 53.39 28.01 49.49
BART(DTS) 53.34 27.85 49.64
BART(DALL) 53.70† 28.79† 50.81†

Table 2: Test set results on the SAMSum dataset,
where “R” is short for “ROUGE”. BART means fine-
tuning BART on the original SAMSum. BART(DKE),
BART(DRD) and BART(DTS) represent fine-tuning
BART on the SAMSum with keywords, redundancy
and topic annotation respectively. DALL means the
SAMSum with all three annotations. † and †† indicate
the first-ranked and second-ranked results respectively.

4.3 Baselines and Metrics

For SAMSum, LONGEST-3 views the first three
utterances as the summary. TextRank (Mihal-
cea and Tarau, 2004) is a traditional graph-based
method. Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a
seq2seq method based on full self-attention oper-
ations. D-HGN (Feng et al., 2020a) incorporates
commonsense knowledge to help understand di-
alogues. TGDGA (Zhao et al., 2020) uses topic
words and models graph structures for dialogues.
DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020b) means that fine-
tuning DialoGPT on the SAMSum. MV-BART
(Chen and Yang, 2020) is a BART-based method
that incorporates topic and stage information.

For AMI, SummaRunner (Nallapati et al.,
2017) is an extractive method based on hierar-
chical RNN network. UNS (Shang et al., 2018)
is a fully unsupervised and graph-based method.
TopicSeg (Li et al., 2019) incorporates topics to
model the meeting. HMNet (Zhu et al., 2020) is a
transformer-based method that incorporates POS
and entity information and is pre-trained on news
summarization dataset.

We adopt ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020a) for evaluating our models.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
Extractive

TextRank 35.19 6.13 15.70
SummaRunner 30.98 5.54 13.91

Abstractive
UNS 37.86 7.84 13.72
TopicSeg 51.53†† 12.23 25.47†

HMNet 52.36† 18.63† 24.00
Ours

PGN 48.34 16.02 23.49
PGN(DKE) 50.22 17.74 24.11
PGN(DRD) 50.62 16.86 24.27
PGN(DTS) 48.59 16.07 24.05
PGN(DALL) 50.91 17.75†† 24.59††

Table 3: Test set results on the AMI dataset.
PGN(DKE), PGN(DRD) and PGN(DTS) represent train-
ing PGN on the AMI with keywords, redundancy and
topic annotation respectively.

SAMSum AMI
Model BS Model BS
BART 86.91 PGN 80.51
MV-BART 88.46 HMNet 82.24
BART(DALL) 90.04 PGN(DALL) 82.76

Table 4: Test set results on the SAMSum and AMI.
“BS” is short for BERTScore.

4.4 Automatic Evaluation
The results on SAMSum and AMI are shown in Ta-
ble 2 and 3 respectively. We can see that using our
annotated datasets DKE, DRD and DTS, both BART
and PGN can obtain improvements. Furthermore,
our BART(DALL) achieves SOTA performance.

For SAMSum, it’s worth noting that BART(DKE)
performs better compared with BART(DRD) and
BART(DTS). We attribute this to the fact that key-
words can retain essential information for shorter
dialogues. For AMI, PGN(DRD) contributes the
most, which shows the importance of detecting re-
dundancy in verbose meeting transcripts. Although
HMNet and TopicSeg achieve better scores, HM-
Net needs news summarization dataset to pre-train
the model and TopicSeg designs complex attention
mechanism to incorporate topic information.

In terms of new embedding-based metric
BERTScore (shown in Table 4), our method
BART(DALL) and PGN(DALL) can consistently out-
perform the baseline models10.

10Evaluation details are shown in the supplementary file.
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Model Info. Conc. Cov.

SA
M

Su
m

Golden 4.37 4.26 4.27
BART 3.66 3.65 3.66
MV-BART 3.85 3.76 3.88
BART(DKE) 3.88 3.77 3.79
BART(DRD) 3.74 3.98 † 3.89
BART(DTS) 3.95†† 3.76 4.01††

BART(DALL) 4.05† 3.78†† 4.08†

A
M

I

Golden 4.70 3.85 4.35
PGN 2.92 3.08 2.70
HMNet 3.52† 2.40 3.40†

PGN(DKE) 3.20 3.08 3.00
PGN(DRD) 3.15 3.25† 3.00
PGN(DTS) 3.05 3.10†† 3.17††

PGN(DALL) 3.33†† 3.25† 3.10

Table 5: Human evaluation results. “Info.” is short for
informativeness, “Conc.” for conciseness, “Cov.” for
coverage. For SAMSum, the inter-annotator agreement
(Fleiss’ kappa) scores for each metric are 0.46, 0.37 and
0.43 respectively. For AMI, Fleiss’ kappa scores are
0.48, 0.40 and 0.41 respectively.

4.5 Human Evaluation

We conduct a human evaluation of the dialogue
summary to assess its informativeness, conciseness
and coverage. Informativeness measures how well
the summary includes key information. Concise-
ness measures how well the summary discards the
redundant information. Coverage measures how
well the summary covers each part of the dialogue.

We randomly sample 100 dialogues (SAMSum)
and 10 meetings (AMI) with corresponding gener-
ated summaries to conduct the evaluation. In order
to reduce variance caused by humans, we have 4
human evaluators and they were asked to rate each
summary on a scale of 1 to 5 (higher is better) for
each metric. The results are shown in Table 5.

We can see that our method can achieve higher
scores in all three metrics. Especially, combined
with DRD, our model can get the best score in con-
ciseness. Besides, combined with DTS, our model
can perform better in coverage. However, HMNet
gets the best score in informativeness and coverage.
We argue this is because HMNet forces a minimum
summary length of 400. Due to this, it scores the
worst in conciseness. For the AMI, we also find
there is still a gap between the scores of generated
summaries and the scores of golden summaries,
indicating that the AMI is more difficult.

Method R-1 R-2 R-L
Rule-Based Methods

Entities 53.36 27.71 49.69
Nouns and Verbs 52.75 27.48 48.82

Traditional Methods
TextRank 53.29 27.66 49.33
Topic words 53.28 27.76 49.59
Pre-trained Language Model-Based Methods
KeyBERT
w/ BERT emb 52.39 27.14 48.52
w/ DialoGPT emb 53.14 27.25 49.42

Ours
DialoGPTKE 53.43 28.03 49.93

Table 6: Test set results of fine-tuning BART on the
SAMSum that is annotated with keywords using vari-
ous methods. Entities, nouns and verbs are obtained
by Qi et al. (2020). Topic words are obtained by a
pre-trained LDA model (Narayan et al., 2018). Key-
BERT (Grootendorst, 2020) leverages pre-trained lan-
guage model embeddings to create keywords.

Method Precision Recall F1

TextRank 47.74% 17.44% 23.22%
Entities 60.42% 17.80% 25.38%

DialoGPTKE 33.20% 29.49% 30.31%

Table 7: Quantitative evaluation for keywords on SAM-
Sum test set by viewing reference summary words as
golden keywords.

4.6 Analysis

Effect of DialoGPTKE. To verify the effective-
ness of our DialoGPTKE method, we fine-tune
BART on SAMSum, which is annotated by var-
ious keywords extraction methods. The results are
shown in Table 6. We can see that our method
achieves higher scores. The results also show that
entities play an important role in the summary gen-
eration. Besides, combined with DialoGPT embed-
dings, KeyBERT can get better results.

To give a quantitative evaluation, we view ref-
erence summary words as golden keywords and
calculate the precision, recall and F1 scores for ex-
tracted keywords. The results are shown in Table
7. Directly using entities as keywords can get the
best precision score. However, both TextRank and
Entities perform poorly in recall. Our method gets
the best score in terms of F1 and its advantage is
mainly reflected in recall score, which shows our
method can extract more diverse keywords.
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L
SAMSum

Rule-based 53.00 27.71 49.68
DialoGPTRD 53.39 28.01 49.49

AMI
Rule-based 50.19 16.45 23.95
DialoGPTRD 50.62 16.86 24.27

Table 8: Test set results on the SAMSum and AMI
datasets that are annotated with redundant utterances.
“Rule-based” indicates annotating utterances that con-
tain no noun, verb and adjective as redundant.

Effect of DialoGPTRD. To verify the effective-
ness of our DialoGPTRD method, we compare it
with a Rule-based method (Dinarelli et al., 2009),
which annotates utterances without noun, verb and
adjective as redundant. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 8. We can see that our method performs better.
Especially, our method shows more advantages for
long and verbose meeting transcripts in the AMI.

Effect of DialoGPTTS. To verify the effective-
ness of our DialoGPTTS method, we compare it
with the C99 algorithm (Choi, 2000), which is
a sentence similarity-based segmentation method.
Chen and Yang (2020) enhance it with BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) embeddings. We further combine
the algorithm with DialoGPT embeddings. The
results are shown in Table 9. We can see that
our method can get comparable results with the
strong baseline C99(w/ DialoGPT emb). For AMI,
combined with golden topic annotation, PGN can
achieve the best result, which shows modeling top-
ics is an essential task for dialogue summarization.

4.7 Case Study
Figure 4 shows summaries generated by different
models for an example dialogue in the SAMSum
dataset. We can see that BART (Lewis et al., 2020)
tends to generate long and redundant summaries.
By incorporating topic and stage information, MV-
BART (Chen and Yang, 2020) can generate sum-
maries that cover main topics of the dialogue. How-
ever, it still suffers from redundancy problem. Our
BART(DALL) can get higher ROUGE scores while
generating better summaries. The generated sum-
mary can include extracted keywords and corre-
spond to each topic of the dialogue. We also find
that even some redundant utterances have already
been detected, our model still generate the sum-
mary contains some redundant information. We

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
SAMSum

C99
w/ BERT emb 52.80 27.78 49.50
w/ DialoGPT emb 53.33 28.04 49.39

DialoGPTTS 53.34 27.85 49.64
AMI

Golden 50.28 19.73 24.45
C99
w/ BERT emb 48.53 15.84 23.63
w/ DialoGPT emb 49.22 16.79 23.88

DialoGPTTS 48.59 16.07 24.05

Table 9: Test set results on SAMSum and AMI that are
annotated with topic segmentation in various methods.
C99 (Choi, 2000) segments dialogues based on inter-
sentence similarities. Beside, the AMI has golden topic
segmentation annotations.

attribute this to the fact that the small dataset leads
to insufficient training of the model.

5 Related Work

Dialogue Summarization Current works mainly
incorporate auxiliary information to help better
modeling dialogues. Some works used various
types of keywords to identify the core part of the
dialogue, including entities (Zhu et al., 2020), do-
main terminologies (Koay et al., 2020) and topic
words (Zhao et al., 2020). Some works aimed to
reduce redundancy, Zechner (2002); Murray et al.
(2005) used sentence-level similarity-based meth-
ods. Some works incorporate topics as a coarse-
grained dialogue structure (Li et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019; Chen and Yang, 2020). Other works also
explored dialogue act (Goo and Chen, 2018), dia-
logue discourse (Feng et al., 2020b) and common-
sense knowledge (Feng et al., 2020a). In this paper,
we combine three types of auxiliary information
to help better modeling dialogues, including key-
words, redundant utterances and topics.
Pre-trained Language Models Pre-trained mod-
els such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020) have advanced various NLP
tasks. On one hand, some works utilized the
knowledge contained in pre-trained models by fine-
tuning on supervised data of downstream tasks
(Qin et al., 2019; Liu and Lapata, 2019; Qin et al.,
2020). On the other hand, some works examined
the knowledge in an unsupervised manner (Jiang
et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020). Ku-
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Rob : Hey there , what's up ? 
Bob : Not much , watching the game . You ? 
Rob : Same . Having a few people over . 
Rob : But the game is boring as fuck lol . That's why I'm writing 
Bob : Yeah , true that 
Rob : Any plans for the weekend ? 
Bob : Most likely the usual run some errands , cook some food , go out for a few beers . Nothing super interesting have appeared yet 
Rob : I've heard that Jim is planning to celebrate his birthday 
Bob : Oh right , his birthday is like next Wednesday ? 
Rob : Yeah , normally that would make the next weekend a good time but he is going for a skiing trip with his family 
Rob : So he said that he might organize something this weekend 
Rob : [RD] Nothing super fancy most likely a meetup with a few friends at some bar 
Rob : Would you like to come ? 
Bob : Sure , that would be nice 
Bob : But he has not invited me , so I don't want to be rude 
Rob : [RD] Most likely because it is not a real party . When I see him I'll let him know 
Bob : [RD] That would be cool I actually haven't seen him in person for a while now 
Rob : [RD] Yeah , facebook does that to people 
Bob : ok , take care and see you on weekend ! 
Rob : yeah , see you then ! 

#KEY# Rob Bob watching Having people boring fuck writing true run some cook have appeared Jim celebrate right normally 
weekend skiing said organize super fancy most invited When facebook does take weekend

BART
Rob is watching the game . Bob is having a few people over . Jim's birthday is next Wednesday . He is going for a 
skiing trip with his family . He might organize a meetup with a few friends at some bar this weekend . Rob will let 
Bob know if he can come . Bob hasn't seen Jim in person for a while .

MV-BART
Bob and Rob are watching the game. Jim is going for a skiing trip with his family next weekend. He might organize 
a meetup with a few friends at some bar this weekend. Bob will let him know if he wants to come. Bob hasn't seen 
Jim in person for a while .

BART(DALL)

Rob and Bob are watching the game . Jim is going for a skiing trip with his family next weekend . 

He might organize a meetup with a few friends at some bar this weekend . Rob will let him know if he can come .

Golden Rob and Bob are watching the game . Bob will run some errands on the weekend . Jim's birthday is next 
wednesday . He might organize a meetup this weekend . Bob will see rob on the weekend .

[Topic 1]

[Topic 2]

[Topic 3]

[Topic 4]

[Topic 1] [Topic 2]

[Topic 3]

R-1 : 50.00 R-2 : 29.79 R-L : 48.46

R-1 : 52.27 R-2 : 23.26 R-L : 47.62

R-1 : 54.55 R-2 : 29.33 R-L : 53.10

Figure 4: Example dialogue in the SAMSum dataset and summaries generated by different models. Keyowrds,
redundant utterances and topics are annotated by our DialoGPT Annotator. “R” is short for ROUGE. Our model
BART(DALL) can get higher ROUGE scores while generating the better summary.

mar et al. (2020) explored pre-trained models for
conditional data augmentation. Wang et al. (2020)
used the knowledge in pre-trained models to con-
struct knowledge graphs. In this paper, we belong
to the second paradigm and propose our DialoGPT
annotator that can perform three annotation tasks
in an unsupervised manner.

6 Conclusion

We investigate to use DialoGPT as unsupervised an-
notators for dialogue summarization, including key-
words extraction, redundancy detection and topic
segmentation. We conduct our DialoGPT annotator
on two datasets, SAMSum and AMI. Experimental
results show that our method consistently obtains
improvements upon pre-traind summarizer (BART)
and non pre-trained summarizer (PGN) on both
datasets. Besides, combining all three annotations,
our summarizer can achieve new state-of-the-art
performance on the SAMSum dataset.
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A Evaluation Details

For ROUGE (Lin, 2004), we employ Py-rouge11

package to evaluate our models following Gliwa
et al. (2019). For BERTScore (Zhang et al.,
2020a), we use the official implementation12

to evaluate our models. The detailed com-
mand line for BERTScore is bert-score -r
golden.txt -c gen.txt --lang en.

B Ablation Studies for Annotations

To further verify the effectiveness of our method,
we conduct ablation studies for each annotation.
The results are shown in Table 10 and Table 11.
We can find that: (1) For both datasets, train-
ing summarizers based on datasets with two of
three annotations can obtain improvements. (2)
For both datasets, training summarizers based on

11https://pypi.org/project/py-rouge/
12https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert score

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
Ours

BART 52.98 27.67 49.06
BART(DKE) 53.43 28.03 49.93
BART(DRD) 53.39 28.01 49.49
BART(DTS) 53.34 27.85 49.64
BART(DKE+RD) 53.56 28.65 50.55
BART(DKE+TS) 53.51 28.13 50.00
BART(DRD+TS) 53.64 28.33 50.13
BART(DALL) 53.70 28.79 50.81

Table 10: Test set results on the SAMSum dataset.
BART means fine-tuning BART on the original SAM-
Sum. BART(DKE), BART(DRD) and BART(DTS) rep-
resent fine-tuning BART on the SAMSum with key-
words, redundancy and topic annotation respectively.
BART(DKE+RD) represent fine-tuning BART on the
SAMSum with keywords and redundancy annotations.
DALL means the SAMSum with all three annotations.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
Ours

PGN 48.34 16.02 23.49
PGN(DKE) 50.22 17.74 24.11
PGN(DRD) 50.62 16.86 24.27
PGN(DTS) 48.59 16.07 24.05
PGN(DKE+RD) 50.74 17.11 24.52
PGN(DKE+TS) 50.69 16.83 24.33
PGN(DRD+TS) 50.70 16.96 24.38
PGN(DALL) 50.91 17.75 24.59

Table 11: Test set results on the AMI dataset.
PGN(DKE), PGN(DRD) and PGN(DTS) represent train-
ing PGN on the AMI with keywords, redundancy and
topic annotation respectively. PGN(DKE+RD) represent
training PGN on the AMI with both keywords and re-
dundancy annotations.

datasets with two of three annotations can sur-
pass corresponding summarizers that are trained
based on datasets with one type of annotation (e.g.,
BART(DKE+RD) is better than BART(DKE) and
BART(DRD)). (3) Compared with summarizers
that are trained on DRD+TS and DKE+RD, summa-
rizers that are trained on DKE+TS get relatively
small improvements on both datasets. Neverthe-
less, it indicates that DialoGPTKE and DialoGPTTS

still have non-overlapping parts. (4) Combining all
three annotations, both summarizers can achieve
the best results in all ROUGE scores.
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C Hyper-parameter Search Results

Tables 12 to 17 show the hyper-parameter search
results. Finally, for SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019),
we set keywords extraction ratio rKE to 15, simi-
larity threshold tRD to 0.99 and topic segmentation
ratio rTS to 15. for AMI (Carletta et al., 2005), rKE

is 4, tRD is 0.95 and rTS is 5.

Model rKE R-1 R-2 R-L
BART(DKE) 10 52.17 26.64 48.34
BART(DKE) 15 53.43 28.03 49.93
BART(DKE) 20 53.20 28.01 49.46
BART(DKE) 25 52.78 27.35 48.67

Table 12: Test set results on the SAMSum dataset.
BART(DKE) means fine-tuning BART on SAMSum
with keywords annotation. rKE means different key-
words extraction ratios.

Model rKE R-1 R-2 R-L
PGN(DKE) 3 49.76 16.03 23.64
PGN(DKE) 4 50.22 17.74 24.11
PGN(DKE) 5 49.63 16.71 23.88
PGN(DKE) 6 49.70 16.92 24.42

Table 13: Test set results on the AMI dataset.
PGN(DKE) means training PGN on AMI with key-
words annotation. rKE means different keywords ex-
traction ratios.

Model tRD R-1 R-2 R-L
BART(DRD) 0.95 52.29 26.71 48.53
BART(DRD) 0.96 53.20 27.98 49.68
BART(DRD) 0.97 52.17 27.10 48.34
BART(DRD) 0.98 53.29 27.89 49.71
BART(DRD) 0.99 53.39 28.01 49.49

Table 14: Test set results on the SAMSum dataset.
BART(DRD) means fine-tuning BART on SAMSum
with redundant utterances annotation. tRD means dif-
ferent similarity thresholds.

Model tRD R-1 R-2 R-L
PGN(DRD) 0.95 50.62 16.86 24.27
PGN(DRD) 0.96 49.68 16.54 24.70
PGN(DRD) 0.97 50.18 16.12 24.56
PGN(DRD) 0.98 48.63 15.17 23.50
PGN(DRD) 0.99 47.15 13.94 22.53

Table 15: Test set results on the AMI dataset.
PGN(DRD) means training PGN on AMI with redun-
dant utterances annotation. tRD means different similar-
ity thresholds.

Model rTS R-1 R-2 R-L
BART(DTS) 10 53.21 27.38 49.32
BART(DTS) 15 53.34 27.85 49.64
BART(DTS) 20 52.82 27.34 49.05
BART(DTS) 25 53.04 27.49 49.70

Table 16: Test set results on the SAMSum dataset.
BART(DTS) means fine-tuning BART on SAMSum
with topic annotation. rTS means different topic seg-
mentation ratios.

Model rTS R-1 R-2 R-L
PGN(DTS) 4 49.39 16.02 23.89
PGN(DTS) 5 48.59 16.07 24.05
PGN(DTS) 6 49.89 16.04 23.01
PGN(DTS) 7 49.37 16.07 23.46

Table 17: Test set results on the AMI dataset.
PGN(DTS) means training PGN on AMI with topic an-
notation. rTS means different topic segmentation ratios.


